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Q: What if I’m on a monthly subscription?
Monthly subscriptions are similarly impacted, effective immediately, any
new users will require a subscription. Existing users invited to your
projects prior to March 20th 2017 can continue accessing the product
without a subscription as long as you continue to renew your monthly
subscription until January 31st 2018.
Q: What if I remove a current project contributor, can I replace them with
another before January 31st 2018 without paying for a subscription?
No, all new users require a subscription.

Q: What happens after January 31st 2018?
Leading up to January 31st we recommend engaging with your Named
Accounts Sales Team or preferred reseller to discuss the level of usage need
you have and understand your subscription options. After January 31st,
2018 any unpaid usage will be considered in violation of the terms of
service.
Q: Will this affect the share view feature?
The share view link feature is not impacted by this change, models can still
be shared with non-subscribers, however all logged in functionality will
require a subscription.
Q: I’m a Token Flex customer, does this impact my consumption? What
about other Enterprise Business Agreements?
No, Token Flex customers are not impacted at this time, your consumption
will continue to be calculated in the same way it is today. Other Enterprise
Business Agreements that include Fusion Team are also not impacted at
this time.
Q: I also have Autodesk Drive, does anything happen to that?
No, Autodesk® Drive is not impacted by this change.

